No tolerance for Nazis

03rd October 2015 | 10 am

Unlimited Solidarity,
not the German Mob
Frankfurt (Oder) Central Station

Block nazi-rallies on Day of German Unity
in Frankfurt (Oder) and all over Brandenburg

facebook.com/kofn.ffo
www.kein-ort-fuer-nazis.org

Block Nazis! Solidarity with refugees!
On the 3rd of October, Nazis are planning to demonstrate in different cities
in Brandenburg under the slogan „German Unity Day - WE are the people“.
In Frankfurt they‘ll be from 10.55-11.55 am in front of the Central Station
(„Hauptbahnhof“) Frankfurt (Oder).
This is not the first time that racists are gathering and acting in Frankfurt.
The Alliance „No Place for Nazis in Frankfurt (Oder)“ shows solidarity with
refugees and all people affected by the racist hatespeech and violence.
Our Message is: Solidarity with refugees! Not a square for racists and
neonazis!
With their hatespeech, the racists want refugees not to have a life in dignity
and peace, they are spreading deeply racist and fascist ideas. As a result of
this mood there are a lot of attacks against refugees and supporters, also in
Frankfurt (Oder).
By demanding a harsher asylum policy, they try to prevent the chances of a
safe and peaceful life - which is a basic human right - for refugees.
We are standig up against all of this!
For an anti-racist culture in Frankfurt (Oder)!
Against the hatespeech and hateful demands of the fascist we put values of
humanity and democracy. Refugees should live in peace and safety, without
fear of such a cold mood, hate or violence.
Escape is not a crime!
So we are calling up all democratic people to participate in the protest
against the nazi-event determinedly, numerous and creatively!
### Important: Please don‘t come alone and try always to move in groups
on this day! ###
We are showing solidarity with everyone who aims to stand up against the
racist activities!
No Square for Racism! Frankfurt (Oder) remains no place for neonazis!

